In the context of colonial studies, digitization is sometimes hailed as an opportunity for liberation. By digitizing the artifacts of colonial history, we can diversify the cultural record, drawing attention to the ways that contact and conflict are embedded in the everyday practice of textual and material production. Given that many colonial artifacts have multiple cultural affiliations, digitization can also break down the barriers of access that have kept many cultural producers -including those from indigenous, enslaved, and immigrant communities, among others -from engaging with their cultural and intellectual history.
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Because digitization is largely replicative and descriptive rather than analytic, we might imagine that digitization workers play a relatively neutral role in the freeing of colonial information. But digitization also always enmeshes cultural objects in a new framework of imperial knowledge production. As we digitize, we call on a sequence of mechanisms for replication, description, dissemination, and display that were designed by and for imperial systems and global capitalist corporations. Because the workings of these systems are often opaque, our complicity in these larger systems is difficult to discern.
The colonial Zapotec twitterbot @diidxayooxho, for example, tweets dictionary definitions from the sixteenth-century Vocabulario en lengua Çapoteca.
1 In situating these definitions within a social media context, it is making fun of the presentism of social media even as it joins other (human) #UsaTuVoz tweeters in adding indigenous languages to our daily streams. At the same time, the logic that enables @diidxayooxho to serve as a critique of colonialism is dependent on structures created by and for a neo-imperial corporate entity. What does that mean for the creators of @diidxayooxho? For its followers? Figure 1 . A facsimile of the 1578 imprint of the Vocabulario, with associated tweet (Córdova, 1578, p.332 verso; diidza' yooxho', 2017) .
Colonial digitization projects invite us to think about our relationship with the ways that discourse has been negotiated in the past and in the present. In the sixteenth century, when Twitter) shape these transcriptions, both in the colonial dictionary and in its digital instantiation. While these contingencies may appear neutral, they are founded on basic assumptions about language that come from Latin (in the sixteenth century) and English (in the twenty-first).
We see the same mechanisms at work in the case of Optical
Character Recognition (OCR), the process by which digital facsimiles are converted into machine-readable text. OCR is one of the many unseen processes that shape a digital edition. It works by combining an analysis of the pixels on the page with a statistical model of language use in order to identify sequences of characters. In the computing world, OCR has been described as a solved problem because the theory that informs it has been proven sound in the case of modern printed documents. OCR is less effective, however, when faced with documents that deviate visually or linguistically from the expectations built into the system. Visual deviation can refer to uncommon typesetting or layout; linguistic deviation refers to character sequences that differ from the statistical norm.
Consider, for example, the following line of text, taken from a document in the Primeros Libros collection of books printed prior to 1601 in the Americas. The text begins in Spanish and then switches to Nahuatl, an indigenous language of central Mexico. By collaborating with developers, we hoped to help alleviate some of the ways colonial ideas about language are introduced into digital corpora and to develop tools more sensitive to historical memory. Like the Twitter bot, however, we did so by following procedures and utilizing mechanisms designed to standardize human information for mechanical consumption. Disentangling our work from these procedures and mechanisms, and the beliefs that ground them, is a problem that remains unsolved. 4 The Reading the First Books project is funded in part by a National Endowment for the Humanities Digital Implementation Grant. Any views, findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this article do not necessarily represent those of the National Endowment for the Humanities. You can learn more about the project at sites.utexas.edu/firstbooks.
